
                                       
                                                                   
 

Freelance translator – Proof Reader-Transcribe – Editor –  
Sub Title Writer and Language Reviewer  

 

I am a freelance Translator; Transcribe and Sub Title Writer hailing 
from Telugu speaking State Andhra Pradesh, India. 

I am a Post graduate in English Language and Literature.  Over 29 
years of English teaching experience in High Schools.  
 
As a Translator I have an eye for detail and an ear for tone.  My 

translations will be simple, conscious and consistent.  I always translate literally so 
that the sense and meaning are conveyed in full. 
 
I translated English to Telugu and Telugu to English for various projects in Medical 
translation and general translations.  My other language pair of translation is English 
to Hindi and Hindi to English.   
 
I worked for HCFAB Pvt Ltd, Bangalore (A client via UPWORK) as a freelance 
translator.   
Hitherto I completed many projects.  I am a 5 ***** Star rated translator by clients in 
Upwork  
 
 I have done some Projects on Medical translation (From English to Telugu) to the 
entire satisfaction of the clients.  Worked for a voice over of Telugu audio collections 
for gdc. adc@upwork.com.  
 
I provide High quality translation in any genre.   
My generic topics for translation are: General, religious, medical, legal, political, 
media and subtitles to videos too. 

100% human translation only unless and until the client requires CAT tools. 

I Respect deadlines as set by the client and the requirements for each task. 

Maintain strict confidentiality concerning clients’ and translated materials. I do 
unlimited edits if required by the client.  

I am specialized in translating English to Telugu.  Besides being translator I am a 
Telugu Poet, Content Writer for my website and blog. 
I am able to write content for both domestic and international client requirements.   

I have Exceptional writing, verbal communication skills and English Grammar Skills. 

I commit to Quality and Anti Piracy. 
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MY INDUSTRIES INCLUDE 

A Regular and Freelance Translator, Language Partner, Editor and 
Localisation Expert for the following 

 
 

Worked for transcription to Telugu for audio files to Operations-Excellente 

language solutions, Delhi. (Long term Projects) 

Language Partner for Telugu translations for Operations-Excellente language 

solutions, Delhi. 

Worked for Hindi to English transcription for HSS Translation Services, Noida, 

Mumbai. 

Presently working for Lingual consultancy Services Pvt Limited as a Regular 

Translator from English to Telugu 

Presently working as Subtitle Writer for Ansh Inter Trade Private Limited.  

Regular Subtitle Writer and Team Database -Visual Data- A Global Media 

Partner, California. 

Regular Sub title Editor and Writer for Deluxe Media (supported by Sfera)  

Language Partner and Regular Translator  and Editor for Lionbridge. 

Regular Sub title writer and reviewer for JONCKERS, Slovakia. 

Subtitles Editor and Reviewer for Amazon Prime movies. 

NETFLIX and some other are under negotiations. 

 

Client’s Feedback. 

Worked on a political document on “China- A Modern Socio - Imperialistic Power” for a 

Client from US via UPWORK.(Long term Project)  

Excellent translation quality.  An excellent eye for technical words and phrases, 
especially highly particular ones of a specific philosophical and political nature that 
might have escaped the eye of a lesser translator.  I Would happily contact again for 
any future projects."                                                          ……. Cristof Fry (A Client from US) 
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